Several experiments have been performed by CNES during the extended PRISMA mission which started in August 2011. A first session in October 2011 addressed two objectives: (1) demonstrate angles-only navigation to rendezvous with a non cooperative object, (2) exercise transitions between RF based and vision based control during final formation acquisition. A complementary experiment in September 2012 mimicked some future astrometry mission and implemented the manoeuvres required to point the two satellite axis to a celestial target and maintain it fixed during some observation period. In its first section, the paper presents the experiment motivations, describes its main design features including the guidance and control algorithms evolutions and provides a synthesis of the most significant results along with a discussion of the lessons learned. In a second part, the paper evokes the applicability of these experiment results to two types of missions addressing respectively formation flying and active debris removal that are currently being studied. The analysis focuses on the utilization of the collected metrology data to maximize ground simulation representativeness and help to extrapolate the level of achievable performances in a different mission context.
Rendezvous with angles only navigation: Using the Far Range camera from DTU, autonomous rendezvous was successfully performed several times from 10 km down to 50 m with a final accuracy at the meter level. Navigation at shorter range was disregarded since target detection / localization did not include any fancy image processing such as satellite feature extraction to remove angular biases when the target gets resolved. Anyway, the ability to estimate distance by the application of manoeuvres was clearly demonstrated at long and medium range even though the relative trajectory was mostly maintained in the orbital plane to minimize delta-V usage. Theoretical results from the wide literature on Angles-Only Navigation has been interestingly confirmed by flight data and this showed also the satisfactory performance behaviour of the PRISMA optical sensor and accelerometers. On-board guidance relied on a list of predetermined waypoints which spacing was properly chosen considering the expected range uncertainty profile. This not so autonomous approach proved however its efficiency and did not produce a substantial delta-V overhead due to navigation-guidance coupling effects.
Transition between radio frequency and optical based control: This transition was exercised 4 times at 20 m and 15 m ranges during proximity operations activities. The scenario involved a several manoeuvres terminal approach based on RF navigation from a safe relative orbit at 200 m from Target to a station keeping point at 25 m on VBAR. LQR control was then activated to allow some precise relative positioning and distance was slowly reduced to reach the desired metrology/navigation handover zone. When the Close Range camera properly acquired the target, optical navigation took over and proximity control kept on for two consecutive orbits. Then RF navigation and the active satellite receded autonomously to the initial safe relative orbit. Relative localization by the Close Range camera relied on LEDs distributed on the target satellite and the range measurement noise appears to be larger than what is obtained by the RF sensor due to some visual perturbing effects. Tests were perfectly functional but an improvement of station-keeping performance using with this optical device versus RF metrology was not actually demonstrated. The full paper will present the performance and limitations encountered. A comparison with results obtained by OHB-Sweden in a better optimized context will be also provided.
Mimicking µ-NEAT formation manoeuvres: µ-NEAT is an astrometry mission concept (derived from the more challenging NEAT) that involve two spacecraft in a slightly tilted configuration with respect to the scientific target to be observed. The experiment focused on the manoeuvres required to point the formation to different celestial objects and maintain it during the observation period. Guidance and control were adapted to allow motion specification in the inertial frame and take into account the relative dynamic perturbations. Two different rehearsals were performed. The first one that relied on FFRF navigation stuck closely to the μ-NEAT mission concept and involved real celestial targets from the science catalogue. A sequence of 9 formation manoeuvres representing a typical mission day was performed with some downsizing of the observation period. The second rehearsal involved a shorter set of targets, including this time the Moon for illustration purposes (Figure 1) , and relied this time on relative GPS navigation to relax experiment constraints. Both rehearsals were completed successfully with a fuel usage in line with expectations (about 30 cm/s per orbit) for a total of 6 orbits. PRISMA platforms were pushed near the limit particularly in the temperature domain for some equipment such as thrusters and star trackers but the system was kept anyway on the safe side. Performances during manoeuvres and limitations will be detailed in the full paper.
Applicability to future missions:
The paper attempts to show how more challenging missions can actually benefit from the PRISMA experiments: first from the already GNC functions that can be re-used with some potential adaptation, and also from the huge amount of collected data that is usable to extrapolate system behaviour with different spacecraft and environment characteristics. The first illustration concerns the NEAT mission concept that is being examined at CNES in a phase 0 study and where the feasibility of both the instrumentation and the formation flying challenges is analyzed [1] . The two main drivers are: the relative positioning requirement (2 mm 3D) for two spacecraft flying 40 m apart at L2 Lagrange point and using a metrology system embedded in the instrument, the high number of repointing manoeuvres to be performed during the whole mission (20 /day during 5 years). Analysis relies partly on simulations involving new equipment models and adapted PRISMA GNC functionalities. The paper shows how the collected flight data from various equipment is used in simulations to assess estimate achievable performances. The scenario includes formation acquisition with RF metrology, the transition to optical metrology at short distance and the observation phase with fine positioning. The second illustration of PRISMA experiment extrapolation concern the rendezvous with a non cooperative object (debris) and the associated proximity operations prior to capture that involve fixed positioning in the reference frame of the potentially tumbling object. One of the scenarii that is considered in our internal R&D studies include angles only navigation down to a distance of 100 meters where a low resolution scanning Lidar takes over to provide relative localization. Next the chaser approaches the target and follows a forced 15 m radius circular trajectory around it with an angular rate multiple of the orbital pulsation. Apart from the additional Lidar sensor, the scenario is based on all PRISMA satellite characteristics, propulsion capabilities included. The scenario first part benefits from the navigation / guidance functionalities used in the PRISMA vision based RDV experiment as well as the collected metrology data that allows to build a representative camera model. The proximity operations part relies on the same flight proven guidance and control algorithms that are exercised this time on a more challenging task. For both illustrations, the full paper will summarize the study assumptions, the simulation approach and the achieved results. 
